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Abstract: Queues at signalized intersections are themain
cause of traffic delays and travel time variability in urban
networks. In this article, we propose a method to estimate
queue profiles that are traffic shockwave polygons in the
time-space plane describing the spatiotemporal forma-
tion and dissipation of queues. The method integrates the
collective effect of dispersed probe vehicle data with traf-
fic flow shockwave analysis and data mining techniques.
The proposed queue profile estimation method requires
position and velocity data of probe vehicles; however,
any explicit information of signal settings and arrival dis-
tribution is indispensable. Moreover, the method cap-
tures interdependencies in queue evolutions of successive
intersections. The significance of the proposed method is
that it is applicable in oversaturated conditions and in-
cludes queue spillover identification. Numerical results of
simulation experiments and tests on NGSIM field data,
with various penetration rates and sampling intervals, re-
veal the promising and robust performance of the pro-
posed method compared with a uniform arrival queue
estimation procedure. The method provides a thorough
understanding of urban traffic flow dynamics and has di-
rect applications for delay analysis, queue length estima-
tion, signal settings estimation, and vehicle trajectory re-
construction.
1 INTRODUCTION
Vehicle queues at intersections are the crucial cause of
variability in drivers’ experienced travel time in urban
networks. Hence, an accurate and practical queue es-
timation method is of great importance for intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) (i) to provide a better un-
derstanding of urban flow dynamics, (ii) to be utilized
for traffic state estimation, and (iii) to be integrated in
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a traffic signal control framework. In this article, we
aim at estimating the evolution of queues by utilizing
probe data. We introduce the concept of queue profile
that describes the formation and dissipation of queues
in the time-space (x-t) plane. Queue profile is a polygon
in the x-t plane that its edges designate traffic shock-
wave boundaries (see Figure 1b), based on kinematic
LWR theory (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Richards,
1956). By estimating the queue profile for each cycle,
one can derive performance measures including queue
length, position of back and front of the queue, and de-
lays per vehicle (average and distribution) that can be
further used to estimate travel time distributions as a
travel time reliability index (Ramezani andGeroliminis,
2012). In addition, given the queue profile vehicle tra-
jectories can be reconstructed (see for example, Sun
and Ban, 2013), which are fundamental for fuel con-
sumption and emission estimation (Skabardonis et al.,
2013) and travel time decomposition (Hellinga et al.,
2008).
Literature of queue estimation can be categorized
to two modeling classes: (i) models based on the cu-
mulative traffic input–output (Webster, 1958; Akc¸elik,
1998; Erera et al., 1998; Viti and Van Zuylen, 2010),
with the limitation that these models are insufficient
to provide the spatial distribution of queue dynamics
(Michalopoulos et al., 1981) and suffer from measure-
ment errors, and (ii) models based on LWR shockwave
theory (Skabardonis and Geroliminis, 2008; Ban et al.,
2011; Wu and Liu, 2011), which provide the temporal–
spatial dynamics of the queuing process with input data
from loop detectors or probe vehicles. Further, many
pivotal studies of queue and delay estimation in trans-
portation research (Newell, 1960; Darroch et al., 1964;
Newell, 1965; McNeill, 1968) are based (fully or par-
tially) on rather limiting assumptions to result in closed-
form theoretical solutions. These assumptions can be
summarized as: (i) known signal settings, (ii) known
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Fig. 1. The fundamental diagram and a queue profile at a signalized intersection. (See color figure in online version.)
initial queue size at the start of the cycle, (iii) known
arrival pattern (e.g., uniform, Poisson), and (iv) under-
saturated conditions that expected value of arrivals do
not (constantly) exceed the signal capacity (Dion et al.,
2004).
The main contribution of this article is to introduce a
queue profile estimation method that relaxes the afore-
mentioned assumptions. Because signal settings, that is,
cycle length and splits, might not be readily available
specifically from actuated traffic signals and network-
wide systems (Hao et al., 2012). Note that signal settings
are crucial for capturing queue spatiotemporal charac-
teristics, as the spatial extent of queue should be es-
timated at the correct time instance. For example, if
the exact queue length is estimated with a time lag the
estimation error would be significant. Whereas in the
analyses of maximum queue length estimation (or stud-
ies with assumption of known signal settings), temporal
term of estimation error is zero. In addition, a known ar-
rival traffic flow distribution might be considered valid
in case of an isolated intersection; whereas such an as-
sumption is not valid in arterials, as it neglects the im-
pact of upstream intersections that alter the arrival pat-
tern further downstream (Ramezani and Geroliminis,
2012). The other significance of the proposed queue es-
timation method is to cope with oversaturated condi-
tions and identify the occurrence of spillovers in arteri-
als with probabilistic inference.
The basic ingredient for the new wave of smart
cities that has emerged during the last decade is mas-
sive data sets concerning human mobility, fostered by
the widespread distribution of sensors, such as Global
Positioning System (GPS) devices in many modes of
transport, smart phones, and traffic fixed sensors (e.g.,
loop detectors). These network infrastructures allow for
sensing and collecting substantial spatiotemporal data,
such as the trajectories of many vehicles from naviga-
tion devices, which represent proxies for human mobil-
ity patterns. This “big mobility data” provides a unique
social observatory that can help us understand how con-
gestion develops and evolves, and discover hidden pat-
terns and identify models that can contribute to efficient
traffic management systems to improve cities’ mobility
and accessibility.
Prevailing queue estimation methods employ several
monitoring technologies, e.g., loop detectors (Skabar-
donis and Geroliminis, 2008; Geroliminis and Skabar-
donis, 2011; Wu et al., 2011) and event-based signal
and vehicle data (Wu et al., 2010). It has been reported
in many publications that input–output diagrams have
strong difficulties in estimating queue lengths accurately
under congested conditions. The main reason is that de-
tector errors (even unbiased) accumulate over time (see
for example, Vigos et al., 2008). Furthermore, in case
of detectors in the beginning and end of a link, stop-
and-go traffic and non-smooth flow due to upstream de-
partures creates strong disturbances in the estimation.
For mid-block detectors when queues are overpassing
the detector, the accuracy of estimation degrades. The
emergence and a steadily increase of public deploy-
ment of user-based data collection systems, e.g., GPS-
equipped vehicles (Herrera et al., 2010; Bhaskar et al.,
2011; Jenelius and Koutsopoulos, 2013) and vehicle re-
identification using cellphones or wireless magnetic sen-
sors (Kwong et al., 2009), provides a great potential for
probe vehicles in ITS applications.
We introduce a method that is based on probe data
as the single source of information. Utilizing probe ve-
hicles for traffic observation and estimation raises chal-
lenges because of (i) errors in raw measurements and
post-processing algorithms, e.g., map-matching, and (ii)
the fact that the probe data are inherent samples of a
true traffic state. Thus, probe data cannot be readily
applied to well-established traffic estimation methods.
In this study, the position and instantaneous speed of
probe vehicles are the input to the queue profile estima-
tion method and the robustness of the method to mea-
surement errors is investigated.
Kwong et al. (2009) and Hofleitner et al. (2012)
represent two of the few efforts to estimate perfor-
mance measures without the need for signal settings
information. The former requires wide deployment of
sensors and the latter proposes a probabilistic frame-
work for arterial traffic state estimation using sparse
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probe data that infer the average signal settings and
arrival rates from historical data. Utilizing probe data,
Ramezani and Geroliminis (2012) develop a method
based on the link travel times of probe vehicles to
estimate the arterial travel time distribution by con-
sidering spatiotemporal nonlinear correlations. Com-
ert and Cetin (2011) provide an analytical model for
queue length estimation of an isolated intersection with
the assumption of Poisson arrival distribution and ex-
amined the effect of probe vehicles penetration rate.
In addition, Izadpanah et al. (2009) and Cheng et al.
(2012) study a queue estimation method based on the
identification of shockwaves from probe vehicle tra-
jectories. Although queue estimation is straightforward
given trajectory of probe vehicles with large penetra-
tion rates, for realistic cases with low penetration rates
and high sampling intervals, an approach that com-
bines data mining, optimization techniques, and phys-
ical properties of traffic flow is needed (e.g., see Hao
et al. (2012) and Hofleitner et al., (2012) also see
Vlahogianni and Karlaftis (2013) for incident dura-
tion modeling, Ghosh-Dastidar and Adeli (2006) for
delay and queue length estimation at freeway work
zones, and Jiang and Adeli (2005) for traffic flow fore-
casting). A brief description of the developed method
without considerations for spillovers, capturing the
interdependencies of queuing dynamics of adjacent
links and less robust optimization framework to noisy
measurements is presented in Ramezani and Gerolimi-
nis (2013).
The remainder of the article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the preliminaries of the traffic flow
modeling utilized for the queue profile estimation. Next,
we introduce the proposed method and elaborate on its
details in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results for two
case studies based on field data and simulation, compar-
isons with a queue estimation procedure based on the
uniform arrival assumption, and the effect of probe data
penetration rates, sampling intervals, and measurement
errors on the performance of the proposed method. The
spillover probabilistic inference method is introduced in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusions and
discusses future research directions.
2 BACKGROUND
This article aims at estimating the queue shockwave
profile that is a polygon in the x-t plane such that its
every edge designates a traffic shockwave. The shock-
waves model the formation and dissipation of the queue
during signal cycles. Based on LWR theory, shockwaves
are boundaries determining flow-density discontinuities
in the traffic stream, that is, points on the border be-
tween two different traffic states. Thus, crossing traffic
shockwaves, the slope of vehicle trajectory in the x-t
plane (i.e., speed of the vehicle) changes abruptly. In
this study, for each urban network link we assume a tri-
angular fundamental diagram (FD) characterized by the
maximum flow (capacity), qm, the free flow speed, vff,
and the jam density, kj (see Figure 1a). Although LWR
theory can integrate more complicated shapes of FDs,
we choose the widely used triangular FD as it can rep-
resent well the development and dissipation of shock-
waves in arterials and allows for elegant data mining
techniques consistent with the physics of traffic. In this
case, the platoon dispersion effect cannot be estimated.
We refer to Michalopoulos et al. (1981) or Geroliminis
and Skabardonis (2005) for non-triangular FDs for ar-
terial estimation.
Figure 1b depicts a queue profile at a signalized inter-
section. The queue discharging shockwave represents
the front of queue and a 3-segment piecewise linear
shockwave represents the back of queue. It is appar-
ent that the queue discharging shockwave separates
the traffic state at capacity (m) from the jammed state
(j). Likewise, the 3-segment shockwave of the back
of queue separates the jammed state from 3 differ-
ent traffic states (qi , ki ), in the flow-density plane with
i ∈ {a,b, c}. Note that traffic state (d) may represent a
different state than state (b). The slope of the shock-
wave between traffic states s and s ′ and the slope of the
queue-discharging shockwave (w) are, respectively:
vss ′ = qs − qs
′
ks − ks ′ , w =
qm
qm
vff
− kj
(1)
It is straightforward to estimate the queue shockwave
profile (the extent and slope of shockwaves) given the
arrival traffic flow and the signal settings (which both
impose measurement difficulties). However, the pro-
posed queue profile estimation method does not re-
quire either arrival traffic distribution or signal settings.
Note that one application of queue profile is that by
reverse modeling, one can estimate the attributes of
shockwaves, and consequently the characteristics of ar-
rival traffic state can be determined. In addition, the es-
timated queue profiles approximate the signal setting,
that is, the start and end time of signal phases. A recent
study (Hao et al., 2012) estimates signal settings utiliz-
ing vehicle travel time observations from upstream and
downstream of an intersection.
In this article, we try to estimate the queue profile
polygon from probe vehicles. Probe vehicles provide
samples of their individual traffic state and we aim at
leveraging the collective information of temporally and
spatially dispersed probe data. As we stated earlier, traf-
fic shockwaves designate the points in the x-t diagram
associated with the sudden change of vehicles speeds.
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In urban networks and particularly at signalized inter-
sections, this associates with how probe vehicles join
and leave the queue, which has to be estimated. The
proposed method utilizes kinematic analysis to approx-
imate the time and the position that a probe vehicle
joins and leaves the queue (joining and leaving points)
from its reported data by assuming constant accelera-
tion (aacc) and deceleration (adec). This assumption is
not expected to influence the accuracy of the model
(Skabardonis and Geroliminis, 2005).
3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, first a brief overview of the proposed
queue profile estimation method is given, and then the
principal steps of the method are elaborated in detail.
Let us assume that probe vehicle i reports its position
(the distance from upstream of the link), xki , and veloc-
ity, vki , along with the time stamp, t
k
i , at time step k. In
the sequel, the link index is omitted for simplicity, and
we assume periodic reporting of the above information
with sampling interval T (s). However, the method can
be easily applied with non-periodic probe data collected
from various types of probe vehicles, e.g., taxis, transit
fleet, and cars. Note that the queue profile estimation is
a link-wise procedure and in case of possible spillovers
(or spillbacks), the queue profile should be estimated
from downstream to upstream links to be able to cap-
ture the spillover development and propagation. Note
that the occurrence of spillbacks is not considered in this
section, whereas in Section 5, we relax this assumption
and develop a spillover identification procedure based
on Bayesian inference.
An example of the queue profile estimation with T
= 30 (s) and penetration rate (φ) of 40% is depicted in
Figure 2, where ground truth and estimated queue pro-
files are, respectively, denoted by black and red poly-
gons. Even if this penetration rate is not realistic, it
is chosen for the explanation of the method. Later,
smaller values of φ are analyzed. Note that probe data
points are the input to the method and trajectories in
Figure 2 are shown for illustration purposes of the
queue dynamics. The details shown in Figure 2 will be
fully elaborated in the following subsections. In addi-
tion, effects of measurements or map-matching errors
on the performance of the proposed estimation method
are scrutinized in Section 4.
A conceptualization of the queue profile estimation
method is as follows. Because signal settings are as-
sumed to be unavailable, we need to identify stopped
data points and assign them to various groups so that
each group represents a cycle. Therefore in Section 3.1,
we introduce a classifier based on the velocity attribute
to classify all probe data to two groups, stopped and
moving. In Figure 2, red squares denote the stopped
data points whereas black diamonds denote the mov-
ing data points. Afterwards in Section 3.2, we clus-
ter the stopped data points into different signal cycles
based on the projection profile algorithm. Subsequently
in Section 3.3, the moving data are assigned to differ-
ent cycles. The magenta lines provide linear bound-
aries that group the moving data in cycles. Figure 2
depicts the cycle number of each stopped and moving
data point. As queued vehicles discharge at the capac-
ity flow, based on LWR theory, the queue discharging
shockwave is a line with slope w in the x-t plane. In
addition, the leaving points of vehicles from the queue
(filled blue points in Figure 2) are on the queue dis-
charging shockwave. Hence, the estimation of front of
queue for each cycle can be formulated as a constrained
least squares problem, which is presented in Section 3.4.
The proposed method does not require the knowledge
of arrival patterns to estimate queue profiles. Thus to
model the back of queue, we consider a piecewise lin-
ear function that fits the joining points of vehicles to the
queue (filled green, cyan, and yellow points in Figure 2).
In Section 3.5, a curve-fitting nonlinear optimization
method is introduced to identify the number and at-
tributes of the piecewise linear function (Groot et al.,
2013).
3.1 Classification of probe data to moving and stopped
classes
The first step of the procedure is to classify the probe
data into two classes of moving and stopped vehicles
{m, s}. This can be done with a simple threshold-based
classifier:
cki =
{
m if vki > vth
s if vki ≤ vth
(2)
where vth (m/s) is a predefined threshold parameter
to designate the vehicles with velocity close to zero as
stopped.
The correct classification rate of the proposed clas-
sifier is 100% in case of exact measurements. Though
errors in velocity measurements degrade the classifier
performance, measurement errors do not significantly
affect the method (The robustness of method to mea-
surement errors is examined later in Section 4). How-
ever, a more precise velocity measurement, e.g., utiliz-
ing differential GPS or fusion of GPS speed data with
vehicle speedometer seems essential, given also that sig-
nal settings are considered unknown. The classification
of probe data points to stopped (red square) and mov-
ing (black diamond) is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. An illustrative example of the queue profile estimation method. The black diamonds and red squares respectively show
input probe data classified to moving and stopped points (Section 3.1). Their associated numbers are the corresponding cycle
index (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), where magenta lines group the moving points to cycles. The filled blue circles are the queue leaving
points of probe vehicles that designate the front of the queue profile (Section 3.4). The front of queue shockwave determines the
estimated start of green phase, tg (Section 3.4). The filled green, yellow, and cyan circles are different types of queue joining
points of probe vehicles that designate the back of queue (Section 3.5). tc denotes the time that the queue clears. The bottom plot
shows the corresponding accumulator projection vector (Section 3.2) depicting four groups of stopped data associated with four
cycles. All the details are elaborated in corresponding subsections. (See color figure in online version.)
3.2 Clustering the stopped vehicles to cycles
Our motivation in this article is to relax the assump-
tion of known signal settings. With no information of
signal settings, the number and duration of cycles are
unknown, especially for actuated signals. As queues are
associated with cycles, in the second step of the pro-
cedure a clustering technique is needed to cluster the
stopped data into various groups that represent cycles
(of the same or different duration). By considering the
temporal and spatial distribution of stopped data in the
x-t plane, the stopped data of two consecutive cycles
can be linearly separated with a straight line with slope
w that lies properly between the two cycles. There-
fore, we propose a clustering technique based on the
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projection profile method (Jelaca et al., 2012) to cluster
the stopped data into cycles. The purpose of the projec-
tion profile method is to extract a scalar feature from
the (2D) dispersed data of stopped vehicles in the x-t
plane. Accordingly, we introduce a projection function,
P , which projects every stopped point along a line with
slope w into an accumulator projection vector over the
line x = 0 (the upstream of link). At this location, time
is divided into equal intervals (bins) such that each bin
is associated with the number of projected points lying
inside the bin, see Figure 2.
if cki = s ⇒ P(t ki , xki ) = t ki −
(
xki
w
)
(3)
It is expected that the projection profile method with
projection function P results in an accumulator vector
that contains (i) clusters of adjacent bins with positive
values, representing the red interval of a cycle, and (ii)
clusters of adjacent bins with zero values, representing
the green duration of a cycle (see values of the accumu-
lator projection vector in Figure 2). Consequently, the
stopped data associated with every cluster of stopped
bins (adjacent bins with positive value) correspond to a
common cycle. It is remarkable that no prior informa-
tion on number of clusters, that is, number of cycles,
is needed for the clustering procedure. This property
is important for actuated traffic signals or for spillback
identification.
The accuracy of projection profile algorithm depends
on the bin size (s). To determine the size of each bin,
one should consider that large values cannot discrimi-
nate between cycles; while small values may decrease
the chance that stopped data points of the same cycle
are projected into adjacent bins. (Note: In case of small-
sized bins, the number of bins with zero value during
the red interval increases. This might create group(s) of
zero-valued bins during the red interval. So, the cluster-
ing procedure should disregard small number of zero-
valued bins inside a cluster of stopped bins; see for ex-
ample, cycle 2 in Figure 2.) We test the sensitivity of the
projection profile algorithm to various bin sizes and val-
ues between 4 and 10 (s) show satisfactory outcomes.
In this study, we set the bin size equal to 5 (s). Re-
sult of this step is apparent in Figure 2, where the cy-
cle number of each stopped data point is depicted. Note
that this method is still valid in case of active spillovers
that block departures during green times of upstream
intersections. An enhancement to the clustering pro-
cedure concerning occurrence of spillovers will be dis-
cussed in Section 5. In case of very low penetration rates
(<5%), this method can be improved by also consider-
ing the moving points during green durations, which can
be considered as a future work.
3.3 Associating the moving vehicles to cycles
The previous step identifies the number of cycles (not
signal settings) and assigns stopped data to their cor-
responding cycle. Likewise, the proposed queue profile
estimation method needs the moving data (cki = m) to
be associated to cycles to formulate the estimation prob-
lem of the front and back of queue. Let Sj denote the
set of stopped data assigned to cycle j. One can fit a
line with slope w to every data point that belongs to Sj .
The line with the maximum intercept (traffic progresses
in direction of x-axis) can be regarded as a lower enve-
lope of the “true” discharging shockwave, see magenta
lines in Figure 2. This line can be considered as a linear
boundary to distinguish between moving data of every
cycle. In other words, the moving data of cycle j are on
the left side of this line for cycle j, and right side of the
corresponding line for cycle j − 1. We denote the set of
moving data associated with cycle j as M j . Figure 2 de-
picts the number of the cycle that each moving point is
assigned to. Note that the error between the magenta
lines and the “true” discharging shockwaves only influ-
ences assigning cycles to moving points and does not in-
tervene on cycle identification, signal setting estimation,
and queue profile estimation.
3.4 Estimation of the front of queue
The queuing process can be divided into two distinct
fundamental processes, the formation and dissipation
of queues, which in urban networks is associated with
the traffic signal alternation. This step of the queue pro-
file estimation is to determine the queue dissipation for
every cycle ( j). Based on LWR theory, the queued ve-
hicles discharging at the capacity flow result in a shock-
wave designated by a line with slope w in the x-t dia-
gram. Hence, there is only one parameter to estimate
the front of queue shockwave (discharging line), that
is, the line intercept. Initially, we need to estimate the
leaving point of probe vehicles, that is, at which time
and position probe vehicles leave the queue. The es-
timation of leaving points of probe vehicles is impor-
tant because these points are ideally supposed to be on
the discharging shockwave line. From the formulas of
kinematics on one dimension and based on two consec-
utive data points of the same probe vehicle, where the
first one is stopped and the other one is moving (i.e.,
cki = s, ck+1i = m,
(
t ki , x
k
i
) ∈ Sj ), the time that probe ve-
hicle i leaves the queue can be estimated as
τ li =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
t k+1i −
vk+1i
2aacc
− x
k+1
i − xki
vk+1i
if vk+1i > η × vff (4a)
t k+1i −
2
(
xk+1i − xki
)
vk+1i
if vk+1i ≤ η × vff (4b)
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Equation (4a) corresponds to a vehicle that reaches
its desired speed, which is in a vicinity of the free flow
speed, specified by η ∈ (0, 1). η is the parameter to des-
ignate whether a probe vehicle is in acceleration (or de-
celeration) mode or it has reached the free flow speed.
Likewise, (4b) corresponds to a vehicle that its instanta-
neous speed at time step k + 1 is not its desired speed,
because the vehicle is still accelerating. Note that, there
is another possibility that the vehicle has a speed below
its desired speed (vk+1i ≤ η × vff) and be in the decel-
eration stage. In this case, (4b) gives a value less than
t ki which is incorrect because, τ
l
i ∈ (t ki , t k+1i ). Therefore,
we need to modify (4b) to correctly estimate the leav-
ing time of probe vehicle i that has a speed below the
desired speed and is in the deceleration stage. So, if
vk+1i ≤ η × vff and τ li computed by (4b) is smaller than
t ki , the time that probe vehicle i leaves the queue is
τ li = t k+1i −
vff
2aacc
− x
k+1
i − xki
vff
+
(
vk+1i − vff
)2
2.vff.adec
(4c)
Equation (4c) implies that the vehicle accelerates
with acceleration aacc, reaches its desired speed which
is equal to vff, and then decelerates with deceleration
adec to its speed at time step k + 1, vk+1i .
Ultimately, the leaving point is estimated as (tˆi , xˆi ) =
(τ li , x
k
i ). In Figure 2, filled blue points represent leaving
points. Although time spent in acceleration and decel-
eration mode is a minor component of the delay under
congested conditions and can be ignored, it is a neces-
sary step in our approach to classify the different types
of vehicles (joining or leaving the queue).
The discharging line has slope w such that all the
moving data points of the next cycle, M j+1, and stopped
data points of the corresponding cycle, Sj , are on its
right and left side, respectively. Hence, the estimation
of front of queue is formulated as a constrained least
squares problem:
min
B j
NL∑
l=1
(xˆl − wtˆl − B j )2 (5)
subject to
{
x − wt − B j ≤ ε1 ∀ (t, x) ∈ Sj
x − wt − B j ≥ −ε1 ∀ (t, x) ∈ M j+1
(6)
where NL denotes the total number of estimated leav-
ing points and B j is the intercept of the discharging line
shockwave of cycle j. Because problem (5) is convex,
the solution is global although not necessarily unique.
Note that given B j , the start time of the current cycle
green phase, denoted by tgj , can be estimated as:
tgj =
xmax − B j
w
(7)
where xmax is the position of intersection stop line from
the entrance (upstream) of the link.
The objective of Equation (5) is to minimize the
sum of squared errors between the leaving points and
the estimated discharging shockwave line. Regarding
constraints (6), introduction of ε1 provides a tuning
parameter to regulate the extent of hardness of the
constraints, e.g., ε1 = 0 represents hard-constraints that
obliges the solution of Equation (5) to fully separate
data points of Sj and M j+1, whereas a positive value
of ε1 relaxes the constraints, which is necessary in
case of noisy input data, because there might be no
line with slope w that fully separates noisy data of Sj
and M j+1. It is worth mentioning that, there is no re-
striction that two consecutive stopped and moving data
points (cki = s and ck+1i = m) are on the same link, that
is, the moving point can belong to the downstream link.
Nevertheless, the chance of finding two such data points
in the most downstream link is less compared to the
other links. Thus, in case there is no estimated leaving
point (see the first cycle in Figure 2), the discharging
shockwave line is estimated based on the best gener-
alization concept which provides the maximum margin
from both stopped (Sj ) and moving vehicles (M j+1). In
other words, the discharging line should have an equal
distance from the nearest data points of both Sj and
M j+1. This concept is widely utilized in support vector
machine (SVM) in computer science literature (Cortes
and Vapnik, 1995) and reads:
B j =
max
Sj
B +min
M j+1
B
2
(8)
where maxSj B(minM j+1 B) denotes the maximum (min-
imum) intercept of lines with slope w that are fitted to
the data points of set Sj (M j+1).
3.5 Estimation of the back of queue
The goal of this step is to estimate the queue formation
for each cycle ( j). The back of queue in the x-t diagram
can be modeled by a piecewise linear function of sev-
eral segments so that each one represents a shockwave.
Without any explicit information of arrival patterns, the
back of queue estimation procedure should determine
the number and extent of segments of the piecewise lin-
ear function. Initially, similar to the previous step, we
need to estimate the joining point of probe vehicles,
that is, at which time and position probe vehicles join
the queue, because the joining points ideally belong to
the piecewise linear shockwave. We consider the fol-
lowing types of two consecutive data points for probe
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vehicle i that contribute to determining the joining
points:
(Type 1) the first point is moving and the other one
is stopped, that is, (t k−1i , x
k−1
i ) ∈ M j and (t ki , xki ) ∈ Sj ,
(filled green points in Figure 2)
(Type 2) both points are stopped, that is,
(t k−1i , x
k−1
i ) ∈ Sj−1 and (t ki , xki ) ∈ Sj , (filled yellow
points in Figure 2)
(Type 3) both points are moving, that is, (t k−1i , x
k−1
i ) ∈
M j and (t ki , x
k
i ) ∈ {M j+1 ∪ND}, (filled cyan points in
Figure 2)
(Type 4) first point is stopped and the second one
is moving, that is, (t k−1i , x
k−1
i ) ∈ Sj−1 and (t ki , xki ) ∈
{M j+1 ∪ND}.
ND denotes the set of moving points in the downstream
link that are not delayed, that is, the points that do not
belong to the queue discharged traffic state (state m in
Figure 1b). Note that because the queue profile esti-
mation method starts from the downstream link, ND
is already available. By considering moving points of
ND, the methodology implicitly correlates the queu-
ing state of successive links. For Types 3 and 4, first
we should assess if probe vehicle i encounters any sig-
nificant delay between the two consecutive observa-
tions. This is straightforward by comparing the aver-
age speed between two successive observations and the
free flow speed. Afterwards, if the probe vehicle is de-
layed (as it joins and leaves a queue), the data at time
step k belonging to M j+1 or ND can be converted to
a queue leaving point according to Equation (4), be-
cause the discharging line of the cycle j is already es-
timated in the fourth step. Therefore, data points of
Types 3 and 4 can be readily converted to Types 1 and 2,
respectively.
For Type 1, the time that probe vehicle i joins the
queue can be calculated as
τ
j
i =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
t k−1i −
vk−1i
2adec
+ x
k
i − xk−1i
vk−1i
if vk−1i > η × vff (9a)
t k−1i +
2
(
xki − xk−1i
)
vk−1i
if vk−1i ≤ η × vff (9b)
Equations (9a, 9b) have the same logic as (4a, 4b), so
that Equation (9a) corresponds to a vehicle that reaches
its desired speed in the vicinity of free flow speed, and
Equation (9b) corresponds to a vehicle that its instanta-
neous speed at time step k − 1 is not its desired speed,
because the vehicle is decelerating. Similarly, the third
possibility is that the vehicle has a speed below its de-
sired speed (vk−1i ≤ η × vff) and is in the acceleration
stage. In this case, Equation (9b) gives a value greater
than t ki which is incorrect because, τ
j
i ∈ (t k−1i , t ki ). There-
fore, we need to modify (9b) to correctly estimate the
joining time of probe vehicle i . So, if vk−1i ≤ η × vff and
τ
j
i computed by (9b) is greater than t
k
i , the time that
probe vehicle i joins the queue is
τ
j
i = t k−1i −
vff
2adec
+ x
k
i − xk−1i
vff
+
(
vff − vk−1i
)2
2.vff.aacc
(9c)
Equation (9c) implies that the vehicle with speed vk−1i
accelerates with acceleration aacc, reaches its desired
speed which is equal to vff, and then decelerates with
deceleration adec to the stopping state. Ultimately, the
joining point is estimated as (tˇi , xˇi ) = (τ ji , xki ).
Note that for data Type 2, the leaving point of probe
vehicle i at cycle j − 1 can be estimated by utilizing
the stopped data point (t k−1i , x
k−1
i ) and the discharg-
ing shockwave of the previous cycle, j − 1. (The dis-
charging shockwave of the previous cycle is already
known, because queue profile estimation advances cy-
cle by cycle in time.) Thus with the estimated leaving
point that is certainly at the acceleration stage and by
applying (9c) the corresponding joining point can be es-
timated. Remarkably, because the data point at time
step k − 1 of Type 2 is discharging from the queue of
the previous cycle, it arrives at capacity state to the
queue of the current cycle. Hence, the slope of the
corresponding segment of back of queue shockwave
should be w.
Given the estimated joining points, Jj , the back of
queue piecewise linear shockwave, fb (x), should be es-
timated according to the following objectives: (i) to be
as close as possible to the joining points, and (ii) to sep-
arate all the moving data points associated with cycle j ,
M j , and stopped ones of cycle j , Sj , on its left and right
side, respectively (see the definition of functionF). Fur-
ther, based on LWR theory, the slope of each segment
of the piecewise linear function should be between zero
and w (see Equation (13)). Note that, if a leaving point
of Type 2 or 4 is associated with a segment of fb (x),
the segment slope should be equal to w. To incorporate
all the aforementioned physical properties, the estima-
tion of the back of queue by an N -segment piecewise
linear function is formulated as the following nonlinear
program:
min
α1,...,αN−1
β1 ,...,βN+1

NJ
l=1(D〈 fb(.), (tˇl, xˇl)〉)2
NJ
+ λN + C
[∑
Sj
F(t, x)+
∑
M j
F(t, x)
]
(10)
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Fig. 3. A schematic of N-segment piecewise linear back of
queue at cycle j, annotated with parameters of
optimization Equation (10). (See color figure in online
version.)
fb(x) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
β1 + x − x
max
α1 − xmax (β2 − β1) α1 < x ≤ x
max
...
βn + x − αn−1
αn − αn−1 (βn+1 − βn) αn < x ≤ αn−1
...
βN + x − αN−1
xminj − αN−1
(βN+1 − βN ) xminj ≤ x ≤ αN−1
(11)
xminj

= min
x
(Sj , Jj ) < αN−1 < . . . < α1 < xmax(12a)
tgj−1 < β1 < . . . < βN+1 ≤ tcj =
xminj − B j
w
(12b)
βn+1 − βn
αn − αn−1 ≤
1
w
; n = 1, . . . , N (13)
F (t, x) ={D〈 fb (.) , (t, x)〉 if (t, x) ∈ Sj ∧ fb (x)− t > 0
D〈 fb (.) , (t, x)〉 if (t, x) ∈ M j ∧ fb (x)− t < 0
(14)
where NJ denotes the total number of estimated join-
ing points, and function D determines the distance of
a point from a piecewise line. Hence, the first term
of the objective function (10) is to minimize the sum
of squared distance between the joining points and
the desired piecewise linear function. Given that fb (x)
comprises N segments, (10) optimizes 2N parame-
ters defining slope and extent of segments, that is,
α1, . . . , αN−1 that are associated with the spatial ex-
tent of segments and β1, . . . , βN+1 that are associated
with the temporal extent of segments, see Figure 3. It
is apparent that as N increases, fb (x) becomes more
complex and can attain better optimization results as
opposed to higher chance of overfitting. To prevent
overfitting, we need to balance the number of param-
eters, as an indicator of complexity, and the value of
the objective function. To this end, we add a complex-
ity penalty term to the objective function, λN , where
λ is the regularization parameter. In addition, func-
tion F calculates the distance of misclassified moving
data of M j and stopped data of Sj and penalizes them
with a relatively large constant, C . Finally to find the
optimum solution of Equation (10), we restrict N ≤√
NJ and execute the optimization algorithm for sev-
eral random initial points to prevent reaching local
optima.
Furthermore, constraints (12) ensure that fb (x) has
to be connected and to be in proper intervals, that is,
xminj ≤ x ≤ xmax and tgj−1 < t ≤ tcj . In other words, (12a)
ensures that the spatial extent of the back of queue
shockwave is between the position of intersection stop
line, xmax, and the position of the furthest queued ve-
hicle from the intersection for cycle j , xminj . To esti-
mate xminj , we consider the furthest position of available
probe information, as the most conservative estimator.
Thus, xminj is the minimum between the furthest position
from the stop line among stopped data Sj (see cycles
1 and 3 in Figure 2), and the furthest position among
the estimated joining points Jj (see cycles 2 and 4 in
Figure 2). Note that, xminj is the position where the esti-
mated discharging shockwave and the piecewise shock-
wave of back of queue are connected to each other with
a horizontal line (slope equals to zero) to connect the
queue profile polygon (see Figures 2 and 3). Also (12b)
implies that the estimation of the start time of red phase
of current cycle, β1, should be after the start time of
green phase of the previous cycle denoted by tgj−1. (If
there is any information regarding a minimum duration
of red phases, this can be easily incorporated in the op-
timization framework.) In addition, the back of queue
piecewise shockwave should be always (with respect to
time) before the front of queue discharging shockwave
in the x-t plane, that is, the utmost time extent of the
piecewise shockwave, βN+1, must be less than the esti-
mated time of queue full clearance, which is denoted
by, tcj .
In case there is no estimated joining point, the piece-
wise back of queue shockwave can be estimated sim-
ilarly based on the best generalization concept which
has the maximum margin from both stopped (Sj ) and
moving vehicles (M j ). In other words, the discharging
piecewise shockwave should have the maximum dis-
tance from the nearest data points of both Sj and M j+1.
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This reads:
max
α1,...,αN−1
β1 ,...,βN+1
⎛
⎝min
Sj
D〈 fb(.),(t, x)〉 +min
M j
D〈 fb(.),(t, x)〉
−λN − C
⎡
⎣∑
Sj
F (t, x)+
∑
M j
F (t, x)
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ (15)
where min
Sj
D 〈 fb (.) , (t, x)
〉
or (min
M j
D 〈 fb (.) , (t, x)
〉
)
denotes the distance of the nearest data point of Sj or
(M j ) to fb. To solve the nonlinear problem (15), the
conditions (11)–(14) should be also satisfied.
4 RESULTS
In this section, we test and discuss the proposed queue
profile estimation method using (i) NGSIM field data
and (ii) a more congested micro-simulated arterial with
four signalized intersections. We also investigate the ef-
fect of probe data sampling interval, penetration rates,
and measurement noise on the performance of method.
Moreover, for further comparison the proposed method
is compared with a uniform arrival queue estimation
procedure, which requires signal settings data and ag-
gregated data of an upstream (entrance) loop detec-
tor. For uncongested conditions, the uniform arrival as-
sumption leads to a triangular queue profile for each
cycle (see Figure 4a), such that the red interval is the
one edge, the second edge is the discharging shockwave
starting at the end of red phase with slope w, and the
third edge starts from the beginning of red phase with
a slope based on Equation (1), where s ′ is the jammed
traffic state and state s is:
qs = count jC j , ks =
qs
vff
(16)
C j denotes the duration of cycle j and count j is num-
ber of vehicles that enter the link and with the free
flow speed would reach to the intersection stop line
during cycle j . In case of oversaturated conditions and
residual queues at the end of the green time, the queue
profile has a trapezoidal form (see for example, Skabar-
donis and Geroliminis, 2008). An approach where the
uniform arrival is applied without considering residual
queues (i.e., a triangular queue profile) would result in
much worse performance.
The method is tested on NGSIM data set. NGSIM
program (2006) was managed by the Federal Highway
Administration to provide a data set of vehicle trajecto-
ries for traffic behavioral analyses. The data set contains
comprehensive individual vehicle information such as
instantaneous position and velocity along with the time,
link, and direction stamps at the resolution of 0.1 sec-
ond. We use NGSIM data set of the through lane of the
southbound link between 11th Street and 10th Street on
Peachtree Street, Atlanta, from 16:00 to 16:15. This link
is approximately 130 (m) long and the speed limit is 56
(km/h). The FD parameters are set to vff = 15.65 (m/s),
qm = 2,100 (veh/h), and w = −3.7 (m/s), and the pa-
rameters of the proposed method are chosen as: vth = 1
(m/s), η = 0.8, aacc = 2 (m/s2), adec = −3.5 (m/s2), ε1 = 0,
C = 104, and λ = 1.
Figure 4a illustrates the estimated queue profiles for
10 cycles based on the proposed method (red polygons,
ϕ = 30% and T = 10s) and the uniform arrival assump-
tion procedure (blue polygons) along with the ground
truth queue profiles (black polygons). Given the esti-
mated queue profiles, signal settings, queue length, av-
erage delay, etc. can be readily estimated. For quanti-
tative comparison, the queue size is derived based on
the estimated queue profiles and depicted in Figure 4b.
Furthermore, Figure 4c shows the mean absolute error
(MAE) between the ground truth queue size and the
estimated queue size averaged over 10 runs for various
penetration rates (ϕ = 20, 30, 40, 50%) and sampling
intervals (T = 10, 20s). Note that during the data col-
lection interval, there are only 80 vehicles crossing the
link. Hence with a low penetration rate, the number of
probe vehicles and consequently probe data would be
insufficient to have an accurate estimation. It is appar-
ent in Figure 4a where the first two cycles are missed
with the proposed method. Likewise, sampling inter-
vals greater than 20s yields inadequate number of probe
data because the link free flow travel time is below 10s.
However, it is apparent in Figure 4c that the proposed
queue profile estimation method without any informa-
tion of arrival distribution and signal settings is more
accurate than the uniform arrival estimation procedure.
Evidently with higher penetration rates or lower sam-
pling intervals of probe vehicles, the outcomes of the
proposed queue profile estimation method would be
more precise.
A fundamental property of probe data is that as
congestion increases, which is the case when the traf-
fic estimation and control are crucial, the number of
probe data increases (consider that congestion increases
the total vehicle hours traveled by all vehicles, which
is directly related to the number of available mea-
surements). Hence in case of congestion, the proposed
method performance is significantly better compared to
light conditions. The NGSIM data do not include over-
saturated conditions (note maximum queue size is 8 ve-
hicles in Figure 4b). The results are not surprising as at
undersaturated conditions, simple and elegant methods
can provide decent quality of results. Travel time esti-
mation methods have reached similar conclusions about
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Fig. 4. The NGSIM ground truth (black) and estimated (ϕ = 30%, T = 10s) queue profiles based on the proposed method (red)
and based on the uniform arrival assumption (blue). The probe input data consist of time, position, and velocity of probe vehicles
(a); the estimated and ground truth queue length (b); the MAE between the ground truth and estimated queue length with
different penetration rates and sampling intervals (c). (See color figure in online version.)
the accuracy of a simple model of uniform arrivals. Nev-
ertheless, these models fail when congestion and long
queues are present (see for example, Skabardonis and
Geroliminis, 2008).
To test the developed methodological framework
on more challenging scenarios, we analyze a micro-
simulated case study with relatively high traffic vol-
umes and long queues that do not exist in the NGSIM
data. This also enables us to investigate the effect of
low penetration rates, high sampling intervals, and mea-
surement noise. The simulated case study is an arte-
rial with four signalized intersections where length of
links are respectively 350, 500, 400, and 450 (m), with
time-varying demand for 20 minutes. The signals are
traffic-actuated each with different cycle length. Note
that no spillovers occur in this case study, while in the
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following section an extension of the proposed method-
ology handling spillovers is presented.
Figure 5a illustrates the estimated (ϕ = 20% and T =
20s) and ground truth queue profiles for all intersec-
tions and demonstrates that the performance of pro-
posed queue profile estimation method is promising and
can capture the fundamental characteristics of queue
profiles without any information of arrival distribution
and signal settings. Further, to scrutinize the proposed
method robustness to measurement noise and map-
matching errors, we add an error term to position and
velocity measurements. The position and velocity er-
ror terms are assumed as a normal random variable
with zero mean and standard deviations equal to 2.5
(m) and 1 (m/s), respectively. (These values are rel-
atively pessimistic considering technological advance-
ments and developments of filtering, estimation and
fusion algorithms, see Xu et al., 2010 and Witte and
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Wilson, 2004.) Figures 5b and c depict the MAE be-
tween the ground truth queue size and the estimated
queue size averaged over 10 runs for penetration rates,
ϕ = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50%, and sampling intervals, T =
10, 20, 30, 40s for two cases without and with mea-
surement errors. It is apparent in Figure 5b that even
in case of sparse probe data the proposed method re-
sults are more accurate than the uniform arrival estima-
tion (with the integration of residual queues modeling
of Skabardonis and Geroliminis, 2008). It is also clear
that higher penetration rates and lower sampling inter-
vals are not necessary as the error is close to one ve-
hicle for T = 10s and ϕ = 30%. Moreover, Figure 5c
reveals that the proposed method is robust to measure-
ment errors. We also assess robustness of the proposed
method to measurement errors closer to the state-of-
the-art with standard deviations equal to 1 (m), and
0.2 (m/s) and the outcomes are statistically similar to
no error case. Note that the proposed method param-
eters are similar in both case studies, which demon-
strates the method is insensitive to a sensible range of
parameters.
To scrutinize the method performance with very
sparse probe data (e.g., 5% penetration rate), Figure 6
shows the percentage of identified cycles, as the number
of identified cycles in step 2 of the method divided by
total number of cycles (a similar performance measure
is also discussed in Ban et al., 2011). For T = 20s and
ϕ = 20%, the percentage of correctly identified cycles
is above 90%, while evidently cycles with lower queue
size and associated with less congested traffic states
have higher probability to be missed in case of very
sparse probe data (see 5 missed cycles in Figure 5a).
In this example, the maximum queue size is 29 [veh]
and the mean queue size is 7.9 [veh] (that is the MAE
of a zero queue estimation, equivalent to no estimated
queue profile or missed cycles). In case prior signal
setting information is available (e.g., lower and upper
bounds of red and green phases), the performance of
the method can be improved. In Section 6, a method
based on historical data is discussed to tackle missed
cycles.
5 SPILLOVERBAYESIAN INFERENCE
In this section, we explore the effect of spillovers on
the proposed queue profile estimation method, sub-
sequently introduce an elegant probabilistic spillover
identification procedure based on Bayesian inference
and probe data observations, and finally incorporate the
spillover identification within the queue profile estima-
tion method.
5.1 Spillover inference
Spillovers occur during oversaturated conditions when
exceeding queue at the downstream link impedes the
arrivals from the upstream link, while the signal phase
is green. This creates a de facto red phase that decreases
the outflow of the link and consequently the network
outflow. Recent studies have addressed the problem of
spillover identification using conventional loop detec-
tors (e.g., Geroliminis and Skabardonis, 2011; Wu et al.,
2010) and control strategies to avoid spillovers (e.g.,
Christofa et al., 2013). However, the literature of meth-
ods identifying queue spillovers in urban networks with
probe data is limited.
Given that in this article signal settings are unknown,
occurrence of spillovers (and hence the de facto red)
causes difficulties for step 2 of the proposed method
(Section 3.2). In step 2, the stopped data points are clus-
tered to cycles based on the projection profile method,
while due to randomness of probe data, the clustering
procedure disregards small number of zero-valued bins
inside a cluster of positive-valued bins. Note that zero-
valued bins of the accumulator vector represent inter-
vals (the time between two stripes in x-t plane with slope
w) without any stopped data points. So, if the de facto
red occurs, step 2 might consider this red as a part of
the nearest signal red phase (see Figure 7a), or even as
a whole with both adjacent red phases (see Figure 7b)
depending on the de facto red spatiotemporal extent.
However in both cases, step 2 results in a longer red
phase with a long interval (inside the long red phase)
without any stopped data point observation, and also a
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Fig. 7. The ground truth (black) and estimated (ϕ = 10%, T = 20s) queue profiles based on the proposed method (red). The
adverse effect of spillover and de facto red results in longer than usual red phases, Rr j , with long Zr j , and also a systematic error
in leaving and joining point estimation (a). The adverse effect of the de facto red when it combines with two adjacent red phases
(b). The two modifications of the spillover inference module on xminj and r j (c). The adjustments of the spillover inference
module when the de facto red combines with two adjacent red phases (d). Note that blue lines are vehicle trajectories and are
depicted for illustration purposes. (See color figure in online version.)
systematic error in the estimation of leaving and joining
points. The key idea of the proposed spillover identifi-
cation method is to integrate these two indications from
the upstream link along with the length of the queue
into a probabilistic inference system to identify the oc-
currence of spillovers.
Bayesian inference method provides a probabilis-
tic framework to update the prior probability, that
is, pr (H) , of a set of hypotheses, {H1, H2, . . . , Hh} ,
while further evidence regarding the hypotheses is ac-
quired. Bayesian inference method estimates the poste-
rior probability of the hypotheses given the evidences,
that is, pr (H |E) , as
pr (Hi |E) = pr (E |Hi )∑
h
pr (E |Hh) pr (Hh)
pr (Hi ) (17)
where for a set of independent and identically dis-
tributed evidences, {e1, e2, . . . , ek} ,
pr (E |Hi ) =
∏
k
pr (ek |Hi ) (18)
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Fig. 8. The ground truth (black) and estimated (ϕ = 10%, T = 20s) queue profiles for all 4 intersections based on the proposed
method (red), and based on the uniform arrival assumption (blue). The values (in %) are the spillover probability associated for
each queue profile. (See color figure in online version.)
To infer the probability of a spillover occurrence at
cycle j of the downstream link, we need to pre-process
steps 1 and 2 for the upstream link to identify corre-
sponding red phases. Note that by definition, spillovers
occur during green phases, whereas this duration will
be accounted as a (de facto) red phase in the proposed
queue profile estimation method. So, if queue profile j
spills over, it must reach to the upstream intersection
during a de facto red phase, r j . As mentioned above,
duration of r j , Rr j , is longer than other (normal) red
phases. Likewise, the maximum interval (the time be-
tween two stripes in x-t plane with slope w) within r j
without any stopped point, Zr j , is also longer than the
corresponding value of other red phases. Therefore, the
magnitude that Rr j and Zr j are outliers and greater than
the rest of samples in their corresponding set (respec-
tively R and Z values for red phases of the upstream
link) can be regarded as evidence for spillover occur-
rence. An intuitive equation to designate the extent of
being outlier is as follows:
Qa = a − A¯
σ (A)
, a ∈ A (19)
where a is the sample and A denotes the set with mean
and range (difference between the largest and smallest
values), respectively as A¯ and σ (A).
Lastly, we consider the evidences in Bayesian infer-
ence as, e1: the position of the furthest queued vehicle
from the intersection, xminj ; e2 : Q Rr j ; e3 : Q Zr j . The two
complementary possible hypotheses are H1: occurrence
of spillover and H2: no occurrence of spillover. Further-
more, the likelihood functions, pr (ek |Hi ) ; i = 1, 2; k =
1, 2, 3, are
pr (e1|H1) = 1− e
−( x
max−xminj
xmax )
1− e−1 (20a)
pr (e2|H1) = max
(
δ, Q Rr j
)
(20b)
pr (e3|H1) = max
(
δ, Z Rr j
)
(20c)
pr (ek |H2) = 1− pr (ek |H1) ; k = 1, 2, 3 (20d)
where δ is a small predefined positive value near zero to
avoid negative and zero values. More sophisticated in-
ference methods or optimizing the likelihood functions
are a future research direction.
5.2 Integration of spillover identification into queue
profile estimation
The Bayesian spillover inference is an intermediate
step between steps 2 and 3 of the queue profile esti-
mation method that assigns a spillover probability to
each queue profile. With this inference method, queue
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Fig. 9. The MAE between the ground truth and estimated
queue length with different penetration rates and sampling
intervals in case of spillovers. (See color figure in online
version.)
profiles are grouped into two distinct sets, ones with
spillover probability close to zero and ones close to 1,
see Figure 8. Thus, a prescribed threshold distinguishes
the two sets. Two modifications should be applied to
queue profile j that is labeled as spillover, that is, its
associated spillover probability is higher than the prede-
fined threshold. First, xminj should be set equal to the po-
sition of the link upstream (instead of Equation (12a)).
Second, r j should be divided into the de facto red and
the normal signal red phase during step 2 for the up-
stream link. The division should be placed at the inter-
val corresponding to Zr j . Figure 7c illustrates the two
modifications that have been applied to the example in
Figure 7a. In case the de facto red was considered with
the two adjacent red phases (e.g., Figure 7b), r j should
be split into two intervals accordingly. A simple proce-
dure is to check if the second largest interval without a
stopped point observation is close enough to Zr j . Figure
7d illustrates the same example in Figure 7b withmodifi-
cation on xminj and dividing r j into two signal red phases
and a de facto red. The spillover inference procedure
acquires the correlation of queue spatiotemporal extent
between two successive links and can identify the spill-
backs that propagate to more than one upstream link.
Figure 8 illustrates the queue profiles of a case study
with the same topology but higher demand with oversat-
urated conditions and spillovers. It is apparent that the
proposed queue profile estimation method with sparse
probe data captures the evolution and fundamental at-
tributes of queues and spillovers in the signalized arte-
rial. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows theMAEbetween the
ground truth queue size and the estimated queue size
averaged over 5 runs for various penetration rates and
sampling intervals. It is clear that the outcome of the
proposed method is more precise than the estimation of
uniform arrival procedure. Even if the effect of over-
saturated condition has been integrated in the uniform
arrival estimation (see for example the blue trapezium
in Figure 8), the developed method is superior even
with 5% penetration rates. If oversaturated conditions
are not embedded in the uniform arrival estimation and
only triangular queue profiles are applied, the errors
would be much larger.
6 DISCUSSION
This article has presented a method to estimate queue
shockwave profiles at signalized intersections in urban
networks, based on LWR traffic theory and dispersed
data of position and velocity from probe vehicles. The
significance of the proposed method is the estimation of
shockwaves without any explicit information of signal
settings and arrival traffic flow patterns. The method in-
corporates the physics of traffic, longitudinal kinemat-
ics, and interdependencies between adjacent links into
an optimization framework. The outcome of the pro-
posed method for two case studies with field and sim-
ulated data seems promising, especially for congested
conditions. The method is robust to noisy measure-
ments and more accurate once compared to a uniform
arrival queue profile estimation procedure. The effect of
penetration rates and sampling interval of probe data on
the performance of the method is also investigated. In
addition, the method is applicable to oversaturated con-
ditions and with integration of Bayesian inference; the
method infers the probability of spillover occurrence.
The unique feature of queue shockwave profile esti-
mation is that it provides the comprehensive dynamics
of the urban traffic flow, which can be further applied
for performance measurement and control applications.
For instance, the estimated queue shockwave profile
can be readily utilized for delay analysis (mean and dis-
tribution) and queue length estimation. Moreover tak-
ing into account that the arrival traffic flow distribution
can be estimated from the estimated queue profile, a
noteworthy application of the proposed method is ve-
hicle trajectory reconstruction, which is not limited to
probe vehicles and particularly can be applied for all ve-
hicles. In other words, the proposed method estimates
trajectories of all vehicles given sample data of only
sensor-equipped probe vehicles. Estimation of detailed
trajectory of vehicles can be further applied for (rough)
emission or fuel consumption estimation models. Nev-
ertheless, further research is needed to scrutinize and
improve the accuracy of these models.
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Estimation of vehicles trajectories also enables the
method to tackle the travel time decomposition prob-
lem (Hellinga et al., 2008), which is about how to de-
compose the travel time between two successive probe
data with high sampling interval (e.g., 3 min) to individ-
ual link travel time. Link travel time (mean and distribu-
tion) is a crucial performance index that can be applied
for route travel time distribution estimation and travel
time reliability models (see for example, Ramezani and
Geroliminis, 2012). Although the proposed method re-
quires a sampling interval that produces enough probe
data to estimate the queue profiles, notably it can pro-
vide the link travel time for all the vehicles and not only
for probe vehicles. This is another future direction of
research.
The queue profile estimation method also provides
signal settings, that is, phase durations, at each inter-
section. However, the method cannot identify a cycle
without any probe data. So the proposed method needs
to be further explored to tackle missing cycles, which
might occur in case of low penetration rates and high
sampling intervals. To this end, prior assumptions on
minimum or maximum phase duration can enhance the
method regardingmissing cycles, while the remainder of
the methodology remains the same. Also, given the esti-
mated queue shockwaves, one can calculate a historical
value for phase durations based on the average length of
red and green intervals (except the outliers). Then long
(outlier) green intervals can be detected, which proba-
bly include missed cycles, and be decomposed to sev-
eral green and red phases, based on the historical phase
durations. This provides a proxy for number of missed
cycles and, assuming uniform arrival rate, an estimator
of back of queue length. However, this is not accurate
for queue length estimation as biased information of sig-
nal settings (e.g., several seconds lag) leads to significant
queue measurement error.
A future research priority is to extend the queue pro-
file estimation model to consider multilane roads, where
in case of lanes with different channelization character-
istic (e.g., left turn), the queue development and dis-
sipation varies among different lanes. The challenge is
that although the input data of the proposed method in-
clude location and velocity of probe vehicles, the state-
of-practice technology is immature to provide accurate
enough lane specific measurements. Further research
can attempt to infer the lane features of probe vehicles
based on their path characteristics (Rahmani and Kout-
sopoulos, 2013) or possible data fusion with loop detec-
tor data that are able to provide lane information. In ad-
dition, for queue shockwave estimation in multimodal
networks, vehicle classifications based on loop detector
data (Wei et al., 2013) or probe data are an intermediate
step.
Even though the method does not require arrival traf-
fic flow distribution, outflow measurements from up-
stream input links can provide significant information
for queue estimation in case of limited probe data. Data
fusion of sparse probe data with loop detector data (e.g.,
see Treiber et al., 2011; van Lint and Hoogendoorn,
2010) can also facilitate the developed method in case
of small penetration rates (e.g., less than 5%) and im-
prove the accuracy of the model.
Integration of the proposed methodology in real time
traffic control is a tall order, but a feasible solution
given the new era of data for vehicle positioning and
crowdsourcing. Existing traffic control strategies that
require queue size information (e.g., see Varaiya, 2013;
Aboudolas et al., 2009) can utilize this work.
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